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Moving target tracking include video sequence of moving targets real-time 
monitoring, analysis, extraction, tracking, and behavioral description of the process,is 
a comprehensive technology integration of image processing, pattern recognition, 
artificial intelligence, many disciplines in the civilwide range of applications and 
military applications. On the basis of the moving target tracking in the major 
theoretical approaches to sum up for its shortage of appropriate improvements in 
order to improve the tracking performance of the algorithm 
Feature extraction in image-based tracking technology to play an important 
role ,as corner features in the feature match operator shows a good robustness,and is 
widely used in target tracking algorithm in nonlinear meanshift Non-Gaussian state 
estimation system has advantages,it will meanshift combined with the corner feature 
tracking for complex scenes of great reseach value.This article describes two typical 
characteristics of the corner of the principle operator and combining meanshift,the 
framework proposes a meanshift corner feature using feature set as the second 
amendment to the target location of the tracking algorithm,combines with efficient 
template selection and update policy improve the tracking accuracy and the ability of 
complex adaptive scenaios.  
The paper focused on analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of the classic 
meanshift algorithm, and track the target for a major meanshift in the case of scaling 
the template update policy due to lack of shortcomings, proposed the establishment of 
the beginning of the template by adding interpolation algorithm for scaling the 
selected template establishment of candidate target template, and the process used in 
tracking to track the better candidate template for the target template in order to 
undermine the goal of a major scaling arising from the error. 
Finally, the paper's operating results improved algorithm to analyze, summarize 
the innovation thesis and pointed out that further work. 
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